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Editorial
It is rather amazing how quickly time passes. Just over
a year ago, I began my plans and work on Maine Runnftf,
finally publishing the first issue just before the opening
season Roland Dyer Races in mid-March. It has been a good
year for all. Many more races were added to the schedule,
and many more runners hit the roads in numbers that doubled
last years fields.
Ahead lay some important months that will mold the future
of our sport. Specifically, plans are already being made to
have a general meeting of all the state’s road-race directors
in February. It has been a long time coming and a necessary
step toward unity, consistency, and quality.
In the same move toward progress we should also be aware
of the possible pitfalls that lay awaiting. We should be
cautious about the decisions made at such gatherings and
the possible ’’organizations" that will come out of them.
In my opinion, we should not be under the iron hand of
any one organization or person because if we turn back to
the red tape world of the AAU (under another name) we will
be in the same boat we were in two years ago.
The key words to success in road racing and its state
wide organization are communication, cooperation, flexi
bility, and freedom. Basically, these things were in
existence in 1978, and consequently it was one big reason
that the number of races doubled over the previous year.

A note of explaination may be necessary to indicate how
I will handle the subscriptions which were payed with $8.00.
The current subscription, $10.50, is for 17 issues or a
full year. The original $8.00 subscription was for 1*+ issues
or 9 months because it was my intention at first to publish
only from March to December. The runners who payed $8.00
will receive 1*+ issues, and in the 1^th copy they will get
a notice to renew their subscription.
Finally, I hope everyone has a successful 1979,
achieving all their personal goals and reaching 1980 in
one piece.
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The two hottest distance runners in
Ken Flanders, and (R) Dan Barker, both
train and race together, finishing 1st
about every road race.
.
(Photo at Cape

Southern Maine (L)
of Portland. They
and 2nd in just

E. Turkey Trot)

Race Results
Region I AaU Junior Olympic Cross-Country Championship
at Hightstown, N.J. Involving N?w England, New Jersey,
and New York
Nov. 19
* qualified for nationals
9 and under boys - 1.5 miles - 80 runners
9:06
*2. Linn Kelly
Portland
Doug MacDonald
9:10
Waterville
9:11
*5. Paul Reciporti
Cape E.
*7. David Weatherbee 9:13
9 and under girls - 1.5 miles - 53 runners

39. Drin Herbert
*+?.Donna Weatherbee
*+8. Lenora Felker

11:^5
13 = 01
13 = 16

Bar Harbor
Cape E.
Yarmouth

IQ“11.Bays - 1.5 mile>s - *+7 runners

10. Paul Arsenault
16.Erich Reed
31. Randy Legere
35» Mark Hanscome
37.Eric Connolly
M. Kyle Rankin

8:5*+
9:12
9:29
9:3^
9:^2
9:50

Greely
Naples
S. Portland
Bar Harbor
Scarboro
Boothbay Harbor

10-11 girls - 1.5 miles - 50 runners

*8. Colleen Gorman
2li. Tammy Jordan
3*+. Karen Crommett

9:12
9:51
10:17

Standish
S. Portland
Standish

12-1 3 ..bexs - 2.0 miles - 5*+ runners
*7. Tom Lynch
12:02
Cheverus
♦8. John Poliozzi
12:06
1ortland
19.John Kennie
12:39
Westbrook
13:22
Winslow
33. Steve Munroe
S. Portland
35• Paul Caron
13:35
GPaC
38. Andy Capeland
13:55
CIaC
4-1. Daje Graham
13:56
53. Mark Sentz
13:56
Cheverus
14:06
55. D ve Darby
S. Portland
57.Sam Clark
1^:26
Winslow
Team - GPAC - 3rd
12-13 girls; - 2.0 miles - 51 runners
♦3. Cindy Carey
23. Coreen Lavltt
28.Carol LaCombe
29»Celine Mainville
31. Brenda Waning
37. Robyn Pride

13:13
1»+: 19
15:36
15:36
1 5: 5h
15:10

Bar Harbor
Gorham
S. Portland
Cape. E.
CIAC
CIAC

{+2. Devon Chesterton
*3. Nikki Butler
M-?. Marie Brune
TanB CIAC - 3rd

Hyde
Hyde
Cumberland

1M-15 bnys - 2.5 miles - 57 runners
*4. Steve Ridley
*6. Don Legere
10. Doug Hill
16. Jesse Leeman
17. Joe Clapper
26.Rick MacDonald
28.Shawn Car11
37. Randy Hall
38. Terry Martin
41. Jim Alden
42. Steve Rowe
Mt. Greg Kersey
55. Peter Allen

13:4?
13:51
14:05
14:18
l4s 19
14:35
14:45
14:55
15:02
15:26
15:44
15:51

Carrabec
S. Portland
Lawrence
Bath
Bucksport
Waterville
Gray
Mt. Blue T.C.
Gray
S. Portland
CIAC
Cape E•
S. Portland

14-15 girls - 2.5 miles - 55 runners

♦2. Kim MacDonald
♦7. Dianna Raedle
10. Denise Ramsdell
14. Maria DiBiase
15. Margaret Clapper
18. Karen Smith
19. Patty Thayer
2O.Aduth Crowe
27. Jeaneth Malone
30. Cindy Nagem
32. Katrina Harriman
37. Debbie Noble
4l • Lisa Laliberty
49, Paula Safford

15:08
16:28
16:18
16:47
16:50
17:02
17:03
17:06
17:33
17:39
17 :46
18:06
18:37
20:02

16-17 girls- 3.0 miles
*3. Julie Runnells
*5. Ann Cullenberg
*7. Michelle Tibbetts
*8. Debbie Broadhurst
9. Coleen Safford
10-Abby Brillant
11. Melinda Harriman
16. Meirilee Woodman

CIAC
S. Portland
Bucksport
Mt. Blue T.C.
S. Portland

Hyde
Waterville
Falmouth
Cape E.
Waterville
Mt. Blue T.C.

- 19 runners

19:08
19:47
20:11
20:15
20:45
20:59
21:10
23:18

16-17 boys - 3.0 miles -

*2. Todd Hews
*5. Pat Bickford
8. Gerry Clapper
16.Steve Brooks
18. Jeff Littlefield
21. Don Wood
24. Matt Kersey
32. Jim Goodberlet
34. Mike Ladd
M). Jens Steinhagen

Mt. Blue T.C.

Gorham
Mt. Blue T.C
Hyde
Gorham
Mt. Blue T.C
Hyde
Falmouth
Bath

Mt runners

15:27
15:37
15:52
16:38
16:45
16:53
17J10
17:46
17:50
20:01

Waterville
Lawrence
Bucksport
Cape E.
Lawrence
Cape E.
Cape E.
Buckfield
Mt. Blue T.C
Mt. Blue T.C

♦Team CIAC - 2nd
qualified for
nationals

Bopthbay Harbor YMCA Road gaces

2,4,6, and 8 mile runs

Dec. 16
6-mil er.

2-mil er,
1. Sarkis Chalaby
2. Linda Giles
3. Pat Twinem

21 :07
21=35
30=30

4- miIpr

Bruce Bell
Bob Greenleaf
Dick Spofford
Katrinka Leschey
5* Gary Howard
6. Joe Rukowski
7. Nan Davison
8. Doug Long
9. Lorna Smalley
10. Rich Lewis
11 .Rupe Nelly
12.Sally Twinem
13. Louis Pike
14. Mike Lewis
l5«Eric Crider
16. Gail McClellan
17. Corrine Hale

1.
2.
3.
4.

29:00
31:24
31=30
31 :38
31 :50
32:20
34:36
35:35
36:59
38•-18
42:18
44:35
51=5-0
61:59
62:4o
62:50
62:55

Results by John Rego
Director - YMCA

1.
2.
34O
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rick Krause
John Noyes
Ted Perry
John Mazza
Scott Lucas
Jane Rpddick
Evelyn Tibbetts
Nan Gmelin

36:09
40:43
43 = 20
43:20
45 = o5
82:00
83:50
82:50

B-mlle.r
1. Deke Talbot
2. Ralph Thomas
3» Jessie Leeman
5. David Pinkham
5. Bill Leschey
6. Dean Rasmussei
7. Bob Nicholson
8. Ken Rosen
9. Carlton Mendell
10. Phil Soule
11.Steve Ellis
12. Kyle Rankln
13. Jack Rego
15.Dick Morrison
15. Mike Finnegan
16. Gary Barrett
17. Marge Rego

46:48
46: 51
47:52
50:00
54:00
54:05
54:12
55-: 30
54:32
5'5-;55
57=02
58:54
59:35
59:55
59=;59
60:32
68:50

The Maine. RunnfiZ. 5-.5 Mile Road Race
Dec. 10
Cape Elizabeth
81 running
1• Frank Carroll
2.. Dan Barker
3. Ralph Thomas
5. Tony Esposito
5. Larry Greer
6. Andre Benoit
7. John Willard
8. Marty Callahan
9. Brian Gillespie
10. Dennis Smith
11. Guy Furbush
12. Joel Goulder
ll.Hurt Neilsen
15.Rich Chalmers
15. David O'Conner
16. Rick Krause
17. Wayne Clark
18. Rick Sterling
19<>Mark Lessard
20.Rick Davis
21.Sam Sleeper
22. Gary Grady
23. Robert Coughlin

25 = 06
26 :06
26:49
27:01
27 = 16
27i26
27=56
28:22
28:23
28:31
28:41
28:51
28:53
29:04
29:08
29:15
29:21
29:26
29:27
30=17
30:21
30127
31 :03

24.John Fyalka
25»Tom Allen
26. Joe Griffin
27. Greg Elimpton
28. Ed Malone
29. Wayne Larochelle
30oBill Leschey
31. Mark Dunlap
32. James Keln
33. Mike Gendron
35.Ray Shevenell
35.Carlton Mendell
36„Joseph Bean
37oMarty Cardoza
38. Ed Connolly
39. Dennis Morrill
40. John Mazza
41. Dan Connolly
42. Jim Amfilo
43. Dick Goodie
44. Bob Milliken
45. Thomas Walsh

31 =05
31 :14
31=17
31=24

32:06
32:13
32:46
32:58
35 = 02
33:18
33 = 24
33 = 34
35:35
33 = 36
33 = 56
33:5‘+
34:10
35:27

SCHEDULE
JULY

2
9
16
23
30

1/4-mile/^-mile/2-mile
%-mile/1-mile/4-mile
%-mile/'/2-mile/3-mile
'/4-mile/1-mile/5-mile +8'4
'/2-mile/1-mile/6-mile

AUGUST

6
13
20
27

^-mile/l-mile/S-mile
1/4-mile/1-mile/4-mile
'/4-mile/72-mile/3-mile
7>-mile/1-mile/2-mile +8'4

SEPTEMBER

T WEATHERBEE - McGRAW SCHOOL

HAMPDEN

9:30 AM SHARP
• These are weekly, informal runs—designed to promote
running as a conditioning, competitive and social activity
• They are intended to supplement (not to compete with)
the AAU long distance running program by (1) ottering runs
at shorter distances than normally run by the AAU, and (2)
offering regular runs close to home.
• No entry fees — No advance signups — No AAU
cards required. Just come and run.
• All courses precisely measured. All runners are
accurately timed.
• Please have a doctor s checkup before coming out.
• Time certificates are awarded EVERYONE in every run.
Run as hard or as easy as you like.

3
10
17
24

1/4-mile/!6-mile/6~mile
72-mile/1-mile/4-mile +81/2
'/4-mile/!6-mile/3-mile
72-mile/1-mile/5-mile

OCTOBER
1
8
15
22
29

'/4-mile/1/2-mile/4-mile
’/2-mile/1-mile/2-mile +8%
'/4-mile/1Z!-mile/5-mile
1/2-mile/1-mile/6-mile
’/4-mile/1/2-mile/3-mile

NOVEMBER
5
12
19
26

74-mile/72-mile/2-mile +872
1/2-mile/1-mile/5-mile
1/2-mile/1-mile/6-mile
74-mile/1-mile/4-mile

DECEMBER
3
10
17
24
31

’/4-mile/'/2-“nile/6-mile
72-mile/1-mile/3-mile +872
72-mile/1-mile/5-mile
74-mile/72-mile/2-mile
72-mile/1-mile/4-mile
‘Central Maine Striders' Day

6b.Kathrinka Leschey
67. Do n Wilson
68. Dave Smith
69. Chris Comstock
50.David Weatherbie
51•Carlton Comstock
52.Orlando Delogu
53. Ed Leadbetter
56.Bob Frovost
55«Alsn Leathers
56.Paul Dostle
57oTam Moulton
58.Alison Leavitt
59»Pet'0r Kane
60. Fred Colbroth
61. Barbara Coughlin
62. Jackie Trefethpn
63<>Jerry Levine

3“+
36
36
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36

36
36
36
36
36
36
37

6^0Phoebe Levine
65 dim Barden
66. Jim Pombriant
67. Joe Rokowski
68. Will Lpschoy
69.Sue Weathohbie
70.Sandy Brown
71» Cush Haywood
72oSusan Riekett
73.Pat Kein
7 6. Debbie Caton
75•Lynd a P ro vo s t
76. Mary Barden
77. F-lwla Robert
78. Nancy Lariviere
79. Grey Strout
80. Michelle Glen
8l.Shauna Kimball

38:15
38:18
38: 50
38:58
39:02
hO: 1 5
61 :38
6 1:57
62:03
63:18
66:22
66:?5
67:06
67:67
68 :01
6 9:06
56:12
59:56

Brian Gillespie - race director
♦ *****♦*»■.»***♦♦♦*♦***♦

Mars Hill 2-Mile RaCo
Dec. 17
at Aroostook High School
17 running

1.
2.
3.
6.
5.
6.
7o
8.

Tom Graham
John Lisnik
John Alexander
Wilner Wiggins
Neal Grass
Carl Bradbury
Gary Robinson
Paula Kneeland
1st woman
9. Greg Jaime

lO.Salli Jaime
11. Tom Saucier
12. Robbie McCrea
13. Robbie Robinson
1st master
16 .Susan Jaime
15. Brent Lenintlne
16. Cheryl Lenintlne
17. Andy Mott

Because of near blizzard conditions 6 runners started
late. It was quite a storm during the run, but the runners
hung tough.
Andy Palmer
The Great Pumpkin Race , at Camp Ellis, Nov. 12th
6-miler, and 1.5 miler
(note: In the results of this race which were given in the
Novo 22 issue, no names or times were available for places
125th through 150th. Bob LaNigra, race director, sent in the
complete results, so here are the names that were not given
in the original listing.)

125.Wayne Coffin
126.Brian Saltus
127.Romy Hoelzle
128.Timothy Barden
l29»Mike Cote
130.Jeanne Long

33
37
30
29
26
23

67:02
67:07
67:18
67:22
67:30
67:61
8

131.Dick Majewski 29
132.Stoddard Chaplin
39
133.Richard Tripp 25
136.Jack Thompson 32
l35*Bernie Livings ton
35

68:06
68111

68:30
68:32
69:06

40
136.Conner Moore
137.Peter Runnel
24
138.Narha Stone
139.Francine Currier4l
140.Claude Dube
23
141.Glenn Orthman 10
l42.Tom McCarthy
38
1H-3.Harvey Peterson*+6
66
14U,Ernest Chard
145.Susan Benson
25
146.Michelle Robert24

49:06
49:17
49:28
49:49
50:00
50:05
50:15
50:16
50:57
51:02
51:38

147.Janet Brooks
148.Judy Elliott
149.Paula Robert
150.Mary Barden

17
38
22
29

52:19
53:08
53:11
53:44

Rick.
Attached are the "complete " listings for our "Great
Pumpkin Race." We had inadvertently omitted a name in the
1.5 mile race. Aaron Connolly, placed 38th, time 12:09
age 8.
Best regards,
Bob LaNlgra
Marathon Sports Running Club
***♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦****♦♦♦♦*

WHO ARE THEY

Name: Phil Harmon
Age: 57
Town: Bar Mills
Years running: 10
Birthplace: Portland

Current job/profession: accountant

Trained job/profession: CPA
Approximate number of races run each year: 20
Typical weekly milage: 25-l*O
General types of training done: mostly LSD, occasionally
fast 1/2 mile or 1-mile at end of run.
Reasons for running: physical conditioning and prepare for
races
Reasons for racing: competition and fellowship. And more
recently girl watching.
Running goals:. Be best in age group in Maine
*************

Name: Hyla J. Tracy

Age: 37

Town: Watervllle
Years running: first year in 12 yrs.
Birthplace: Franklin, Mass.
Current job/profession: claims representative
Trained job/profession: business administration

Approximate number of races run each year: 8
Typical weekly milage: 20-25
General types of training done: Relaxed between 1.3 miles up
to 10.5 depending on which course I go. I hope to do some
interval training in 80 along with normal jogging®
Reasons for running: Initially to lose weight and get in
shape for summer. I began to enjoy it this year for the
first time since college,,
Reasons for racing: Being an ex-track and cross-country
man I wanted to race to see how my times would improve, then
just to meet the peopleo

Running goals: continued enjoyment of the sport and its
people, and to continue to show improvement . To lower
all my times in races done this year, if possible®
Top three career races: All this year, of course,
Red Cross 10 Mile
(1.15:27)
Bar Harbor 13® 1 (1.‘+l4-:23)
Maranacook 10,000 meters (^3:37)
Other information: I had run in high school at Ellsworth,
Maine, then took up again at Husson College as fun sport
after Army. Graduated 1967 and really forgot about running
until this year. Read Sports Illustrated article on the
marathon in Honolulu in February, 1978 and began jogging
again.
♦*♦***♦

Name:

Nelson Belisle

Age: 35

Town: Augusta
Years running: UBirthplace: Augusta

of AMERICA

Current job/profession: IRS Agent
Trained job/profession: accounting
Approximate number of races run each year: 5 (this was
first year)
Typical weekly milage: 60-80
General types of training done: pavement-dirt, hills-year
round - LSD with quick spurts at the end.
Reasons for running: self-satisfaction- trying to improve
distance - health - something to look forward to every day®
Reasons for racing: 1978 was my first year competition within
yourself - to see the improvement after each race®
Running Goals: To qualify for the BAA Marathon, hopefully
Casco will give me that in 1979 - BAA in 1980o

Top three career races:

Portland Boys Club Race
Maine National Fun Run
Ran the 15 miles March of Dimes
Walkathon
Other information: I am addicted to r unning - I fe^l guilty
if I don't put in at least 60 miles a week. Talk running
wherever I go to whoever wants to listen® I look forward
to your book every time it comes out. Job well done, keep
up the excellent job.

la Cadillac Summlt QJ1 Cross-Country Skis

by Dick Goodie

(The following article by Dick Goodie appeared in the
Dece. 1973 issue of Wilderness Camping magazine and by
Dick's permission, is re-printed here.)
Saturday morning came in cold but there was little chance
of snow. At daylight the temperature was six degrees above
zero with a stiff February down-wind.
"Do you think we should go? my wife asked.
"The weatherman promises a warmer day Sunday," I said.
For years we had wanted to reach the summit of Maine's
Cadillac Mountain on cross-country skis.
By eight-thirty we had the square-back filled with suit
cases, cameras, backpacks strapped four pairs of the thin,
lightweight "hiking" skis on the roof rack a nd started the
three and-a-haIf hour trip to Bar Harbor.
Moving aLong the coast highway, sheets of snow blew across
the black road and cars ahead plumed white vapor in the icy
air.
Most of us from rural backgounds learn early the truth of
difficult going, so no apology is offered for Maine's harsh
winters.
While to many winter is a time of crisis; to others, it
is a t ime to explore distant hinterlands on cross-country skis.
In any season it is interesting crossing the bridge over
the Kennebec River into Woolwich, In the shipyards the unfin
ished hulf of a large ship clung to the wharf with obvious
closeness, lest it drift out into the ice-jammed river without
power or crew.
Up the river a layer of green ice had formed overnight,
after the ice-cutter had rammed its way toward Augusta the day
before, opening the channel, in anticipation of the spring
fun-ofi which often floods the low-lying towns.
Since their early years out two daughters. Laurie and
Elizabeth, have played a car game of lifting rheir feet when
ever crossing an impressive bridge* Everyone in the car who
has a leg that isn't doing anything is requested to raise it.
They still persist in the car game.
Crossing the Waldo-Hancock Bridge the fcur of us lifted
every leg but one of mine on the gas peddle and looked far
below at the cold water coursing between Verona Island and
the mainland. They hoped the suspension bridge would not
collapse until after we had crossed.
We arrived in Bar Harbor at noon. At a filling station we
noticed the temperature had risen to twelve above zero. We
drove out to look at the mountain we had come to climb on skis.
In the frigid weather it looked aloof in its lofty solitude,
perhaps even hostile.
Our motel was warm and livable for four people. After
lunch we got into our ski suits, each pulling on two pairs of
wool stockings.then our low-cut touring boots.
By one o'clock we drove past Kebo Golf Club and saw the
entrance sign: ACAJDIa NATIONAL PARK.

There was good snow on the trail, powder, inviting; but we
could feel the cold wind sweeping across the base of the
mountain®
I got the skis down and we clipped them onto the long
lips of our boots and started the ascent, leaning over our
poles, the blue klister holding well on the snow®
There was no discernable color in the sky and the wind,
bending smaller trees along the trail, stung our faces.
Cadillac, 1,530 feet above sea level, is not considered a
major climbers* mountain; but is is a winding, trying task on
skis and today there would be a clear challenge in the stubborn
weather which can crack plaster and kill young trees.
It would be two miles before we reached the scenic, look
out points. We would turn back the first warning of cold feet.
It would be a long run down the mountain with frozen feet, not
being able to work tl.em for warmth®
I was not concerned over anyone's physical condition - we
do a lot of running and skiing. Two weeks earlier the four of
us completed the six-mile Rangeley cross-country ski race.
The challenge would come down to cur clothing against the
weather.
Part of the road was blown clear of snow but we had no
trouble detouring in the ditch.
Just then a skimobile came toward us, moving down the
mountain. Cautions of a skid, we stepped off the trail. Like
a displaced bumper car from an amusement park, it shot past
us, traveling over thirty miles-an-hour, not slowing for the
black spot. Going into the bare area at an angle, it suddenly
fishtailed for direction, achieved it too abruptly, and for a
moment we thought the driver would be tossed over the side
of the mountain® Somehow the driver found direct!on aid flew
around the corner.
Knowing their philosophies are opposites, cross-country
skiers and skimobilers, like nineteenth-century, Montana cattle
and sheep men, are learning new ways to co-exist on the open
trail - a studied regard for the other's rights.
The strong winds were beginning to numb our chins and
disrupt our breathing. Stopping for a moment we found extra
scarfs in the backpack® There were also gloves but nothing
for cold feet.
During the Battle of the Bulge in the Ardennes, our Divi
sion had to sleep on the snow for thirty nights in zero
weather. Living like polar bears with their thick coats only thin combat jackets covered with white bed sheet for
camouflage - we ordered our overshoes three sizes too large
so we could stuff hay into them for insulation. The army
was backward about footwear. Most of us who were through the
Bulge have certain adversions regarding cold feet.
Today, we would turn back after the first complaint.
There were no other skiers on the trail.
We followed the arrow on the sign CADILLAC SUMMIT and
entered a birch grove so genuine in wilderness serenity that
for a moment we forgot our cold feet. But now the girls
said their feet were getting very cold® We turned back at once,
shooting down through the birches, seeing our pole marks made
on the climb, like wild turkey tracks on the late afternoon
snow.
At the last turn down the mountain, I was surprised to
see writer, Lance Tapley, skiing toward us. A year earlier
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we had been in the same gang-tours. His photographer was
with him and dressed in black, Inickered suits each carried
a light backpack.
They were going up as far as possible to take scenery
shots for a cross-country skiing book Lance is working on.
A growing authority on the sport, a few years earlier he had
skied from the bottom to the top of Vermont - over two hundred
miles.
Back at the car we quick-thawed our feet at the car tail
pape. The savage winds of Cadillac had won the day<> But
we would be back again in the morning.
In the motel we took turns immersing in a forgotten
luxury - a hot bath. The room soon fogged with a steam
so dense, the girls drew glad and sad faces on the bureau
miror.
Wearing warm robes now, with the help of two electric
appliances - a perculator and frying pan - we prepared a
Viking's feast.
The wind was getting stronger with nightfall, howling in
the eaves of the motel. I looked out and over the ocean
and saw a full moon. Across the road on a large elm tree,
half-dead from the fungus, stood defenseless against the cold
sky.
The driving wind caught the ragged eldges of its loosening
bark and made deep, harmonica-like moans; not an area of
self-pity or contempt, but a dignified lamentation of the
dying elm.
Next year the tree would not be standing.
The wind blew hard a 11 night.
Morning sunlight brightened the yellow drape over the
motel window. I could barely hear the wind. The sights and
sounds promised a good day.
While Joyce started the bacon and scrambled eggs in the
electric frying pan, I drove into town to see Bar Harbor at
eight o'clock on a February Sunday morning.
In winter Bar Harbor is a lonely outpose that belongs to
the natives.
Many of the thirty-room mansions a long the ocean were
winter sealed with plywood sheets covering windows and doors.
The smoke rising from the chimney of one mansion, and the
pick-up parked in the drive, suggested a distant city dweller
was financed well enough to hire a caretaker.
Along Main Street, in front of a restaurant, three cars
were parked, their running engines blowing whi£e vapor. I
went into Jordan's Variety on Cottage Road to purchase a
Sunday paper. A dozen natives at the service bar having
breakfast, were engaged in communal discussion.
With the flocks of summer tourists gone from their
streets and shops, winter is their time to get reacquainted.
Drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes, their honest,
open-faced expressions were somber at that early hour. I
caught their casual glance and knew they wondered about my
presence.
I drove down to Frenchman Bay Wharf. A lone lobsterman
was preparing bait in the open end of his boat, rolling at
anchor. I got out of the car. He didn't look up. A strong
wind came in from the open ocean. Ice flows rolled in the
wave action and cracked against the pilings.

Over the lobsterman's boat a hundred seagulls, brilliant
white against the blue sky, hung motionless in the stiff,
ocean wind, only their wing tips fluttering for balance. I
wondered wnat kept their eyes freezing shut from sight.
Back at the motel, for the second straight day, we pre
pared to ski up Cadillac Mountain.
Unlike the day before when we had the trail to ourselves,
thirty cross-country skiers were in the parking lot when we
arrived. They were rubbing wax onto their skis and adjusting
straps on backpacks, which we knew would contain the standard
fare: extra clothing, bread, lunch meat, a variety of cheeses
and perhaps a bottle of pop wine.
They were members of the Appalachian Mountain Club.
Their four-cylinder cars bore New Hampshire license plates.
They yanked pole-straps tight around their wrists aid
adjusted sun glasses.
We started up with them. There was little wind in the
open and the sun was warm as we skied two-abreast, follow
ing the trail up through the trees.
We knew we would get the wind full force on the summit.
After reaching the birch grove, which we had turned back
in the day before, we stopped to take pictures, the Club
skiers continuing to climb. Out through the tall-stemmed
birches, we began getting glimpses of the dark ocean far
out - a sampling of what we were coming into.
Up out of tne woods now, the trail following a cut along
the rim of a cliff blown clean of snow, skiing single file
in the ditch, there below us the world suddenly came wideopen.
Beneath our feet began the downward sweep of the forest,
the tops of the gray-green winter trees dropping down for
miles, past the yellow-toned, monolithic hulk of the Jackson
Laboratory, and far beyond to the wide ocean, where The
Thrumpcap and Bald Porcupine islets floated like black
whales.
Anxious for more, wp moved up the mountain, the climbing
wax doing its job, and came to the Eagle Lake view, a glacial
souvenir of the ice age.
Looking down hard, we could see flock of snowmobiles, like
small ants, creeping a cross the frozen "bathrub in the valley."
We had been skiing for over an hour, the girls not tiring,
tempted on by the unmatched views around every turn in the
trail.
We wished more of our friends, who happened to be
distance runners and cross-country skiers, were with us.
Jeveral of them thought they could make it, but now it was
doubtful. We have other friends who years ago gavt up out
door, recreational exercise, part of the group that compromises
four-fifths of our society - those who no longer care to
explore, run, jog, bicycle, ski, walk or hike.
The blame "advancing years" as reason to beg-off, an
excuse too quickly accepted in a society that might yet
realize the ultimate in gadget convenience - a pushbutton
starting, microminiature, gasoline engine that will activate
the zipper on a person's garment.
After Eagle Lake, still climbing, we turned a corner to
see a frozen waterfall covering an escarpment fifty-feet high
and even wider. We gaped at the sight. Cut of the backpacks
came the cameras.

Sparkling in the sun it was a study of frozen energy
caught up with us. Robin Emery, a family friend and one of
New England's more successful women competitors, skied up
and apologized for being late. On a rigid sixty-mile-perweek training program, she ran nine miles on the road that
morning.
The slender, school teacher, who lives twenty mi]es from
the mountain, told us two weeks earlier, skiing up the same
trail, she found a helicppter, perched like a great eagle on
the summit, its crew charting weather conditions.
Our group continued up the mountain. A skimobiler
stopped to inquire about directions. He shut his machine off.
He was a pleasant fellow, and we talked standing in a hard
wood grove, he curiously examining our knickered suits, the
thin skis, while Robin explained the trail ahead.
When ready to leave he had trouble starting his machine.
Finally it jumped alive, vibrated frantically, then belched
sharply,, like a horse coughing up a moccasin. A cloud of
blue smoke ballooned up through the pristine birches. It
was the day Henry David Thoreau rolled over in his grave.
He smiled apologetically, we waved and he roared up the
mountain.
We kept on and finally reached the summit. The wind was
very strong. It watered our eyes, even under sun glasses,
and hurt our faces. We had difficulty moving our lips to
speak, but the scene below, powerful in its immensity, made
our discomfort less severe.
The forest sweeping far down then out in a toboggan chute
arch, joined the flat ocean to complete a full panel in
violent, winter-toned, blues and greens - a view that stirred
alive things inside you thought were long ago dormant and
impossible to stir.
But the wind was punishing us badly. I tried to take a
picture with the Speed Graphic but fingers numbed when gloves
were removed.
Snowcats came up for a quick view then scooted back
down the mountain. A dozen others roared up in tandem, played
across the summit, chasing each other and it was like watching
a pool game in progress on the altar of one of the world's
great cathedrals.
The wind howled across the summit. It was not possible to
study the view for long without eyes becoming blurred.
We went over against the gift shop, out of the sharp
wind, and started our lunch. Near the closed gift shop
thirty pairs of skis, belonging to the Club skiers, were
upright in the snow. We thought they were in the patch of
woods up behind the gift shop.
The picnic was not too successful. Fingers froze quickly
while trying to spread cheese and meat between roils. We
didn’t even consider paddling mustard. Even string-onions,
which can give a roll unique authority, didn't help. Another
time we would have lunch out of the wind, perhaps down near
the frozen waterfall.
After loading our backpacks and moving out, we noticed
the thirty pairs of skis were gone. The Club skiers also had
enough of the ocean wind.
Going down the mountain, the climbing Mister had worn
off well enough to allow good speed, the trail wide enough so
we could ski two-abreast and talk; wo were soon in the warm

sunshine, and always below, out over the trees, was the wide,
blue-green ocean and the fifty mile view.
When the skiers caught up, we would pause to t ake pictures
against the scenery, then continue the run, the skis gliding
smoothly over the snow.
Where the trail leveled we would use the double-pole
technique, or the skater’s stride, until speed resumed and
several times we had to use the cristy, stopping one beside
the other, where the corners were blown bare of snow.
Most of the runs were half-a-mile before we had to cristy
for a bare spot, pick our way near the cliffs, then start up
again.
Free from the wind now, the sun bright on the snow, hoods
thrown back, skiing in a close group, most of us trying the
swiss yodel; everyone was in high spirits from the exileration
of the long run and the effects of the scenery.
The three miles went fast and we were soon in the birch
grove far below the summit, everyone wanting more, sorry it
was over.
At the last turn in the trail we could see the cars down
in the parking lot. There was the large, brown sign ACADIA
NaTlGNAL PARK and the black highway beyond leading home.
Lingering, we took a backward glance toward the mountain,
each with his private thoughts.
My thoughts concerned the profiteers, who, if given a
chance would divide Cadillac into #100,000 house lots, then
skedaddle to Florida with their earnings.
But Maine people are reading and thinking and seeing a
change in their land.
Every generation has had its "carpetbaggers," those
waving banners of "modernization" and "progress" in direct
exchange for annihilation of the land, which in the same
generation, wounds the very core of the human spirit.
But now there is a visible stop-line. If history has
proven man’s wisdom has great energy, it has also proven
Maine people are inherently stubborn.
They are reading and thinking and seeing a change in
their land.
Turning away from the mountain, one-by-one, we skied
down the last grade to the parking lot.

****************

INTERVIEW WITH
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A few months ago I drove through downtown Auburn on my
way to the Lost Valley Road Race* As I sgit waiting at a
stop light, I looked out my driver's window and noticed a
very large sign above a mens clothing store. It read
Flanders. Knowing one day soon that I'd be writing on that
subject, I reached around for my camera to take a picture.
The light turned green seconds later and I drove on to the
race. Ken was at Lost Valley that day and won the race
easily.
Again, a few weeks passed and as I drove through Auburn
on Maine Runner business, I noticed the sign again. After
stopping at Gee & Bee to exchange a prize that I'd won at
Lost Valley, I trotted down the street a few stores to
Flanders Clothing Store with my camera and stood precariously
out in the street trying to get a decent angle on the signo
After a few clicks, I started back to my car when a
salesman came out of the store and asked,
"Would you like to have my picture, too, standing in
from of the store*?"
"No thanks,"I replied, and walked on. He'd never know
what all that picture-taking was about, and 1 didn't care.
He probably had no idea who Ken Flanders was anyway. If
this had been Portland, no explaination would have been
required.
The photo that I took that day is still in my camera,
ironically,and even though I had wanted to put it at the head
ing of this article, you will likely see it in one of the
future issues when Ken wins another race - an easy prediction,,
Flanders is 5'11" and 1^8 lbs., being the lightest and
fastest he’s been in years. Born in Portland, he went to
Deering High, and as a 9th grader he played basketball.
In the spring of that school year, the track coach persuaded
him to try running. Off they drove to Lewiston to run in
the 3-in-1_.Day Road Races sponsored by the Lewiston Recrea
tion Department and which stands as one of the oldest of
Maine races. The year was 1967, and it was Ken's first race.
He entered the 2-mile event, won, and clocked 9:36, a record
whichstill holds today. Sounds like a hero's story already.
It was now December 16th, 1978, and at the table across
from me at the Downeast Court Club sat a matured athlete of
27 years. His hair was soaking wet with sweat after just
completing 12 miles with two of his running friends, Dan
Barker and Wayne Clark.
Running was a serious but enjoyable affair now for both
he and I. Undoubtedly, running was the focus and hub of his
present living. Everything evolved around it, and after
digesting the following facts, you will undoubtedly understand
why.

Ken attended Northeastern University from 1971 to 1976,
and graduated in physical education. He was recruited by
coach Everett Baker, and from what Ken said, Baker was the
kind of coach who could draw the very best out of a runner
and he could also make you the very best if that potential
lied within you. Perhaps the following account will give
some idea of what coach Baker expected out of his athletes.
Ken described to me a workout which Mike Buckley, his team
mate, went through while at Northeastern. After a warm-up
with a 4-5 mile run on the way to the track, Buckley set
out, under Baker^ instruction, to do the following workout.
Buckley limbered up with a solo 4:30 mile, and after a
short jog, set out and clocked the same distance in 4:25,
again alone. After another short jog, he steamed home a
little faster with a 4:20 recording, and completed the
workout moments later with a sizzling 4:17.
Ken told me once, as we sat talking at The Good Sports
a few months ago, that coach Baker was mind-boggled by the
ability of Bruce Bickford, who mow runs for Northeastern.
According to Ken, Bickford had so much talent that Baker
did not know what to do with him. This coach had naver had
a runner of Bruce's calibre under his assignment, and he was
unsure as to how to go about training Bruce, to the point
that Baker had to consult other experienced coaches for
advice.
At Northeastern, Ken ran some fine races, specializing
in the 2-mile indoors and the 6-mile outdoors. Two of what
he believes to be his best three races were run while attend
ing this Boston school. In 1973 j at the New England Indoor
Track
Field Chanpdonships, Flanders ran to a personal best
8:50 two-mile and won, over a talented, respected Dan
Mcynahan of Tufts. In that same school y^ar, Northeastern
went to the nationals in Louisiana and in the 6-mile event
on a hot, humid day he placed 6th in 29:18, running against
many of the nations top college runners. Steve Prefontaine
won that race, in what Ken recalls as 28:30+.
While on the subject of his best races, Ken felt that
his third best race was a second place in the Heatbreak Hill
7-Miler this past fall in which he set the pace for the
first 4 miles with Bill Rodgers finally winning it.

In summary!
Mile run
Two-mile
3-mile
6-mile
9- miles
10-miles

(indoors)
4:12
1972
run(indoors) 8:50
1973 won
Champ.
13:55, at B.U. (9:00 AM)
28:45
1972 won N.E. Champ.
45:12
at Cape Elizabeth, Me.
50:33
1978,at Portamouth,
N.H., 2nd to Randy Thomas
****** ***

As far as running goes Ken thinks that the greatest
thing it has to offer him is competition and challenge.
He is a fierce competitor, and not one to hang back in the
pack. Typically a front runner from start to finish, Ken
said that he has always been coached to be aggressive.

He hates more than anything else to "see runners disappear,
going over the horizon," as he put it, and he will run against
the competition at any time they make a move, even if there
are 10 miles to go.
In this interview, Ken wqnted to make one point very
clear.
He said, " I have more respect for Fred Judkins and the
kind of race he ran at Casco Bay, than I do for the winner,
Lauenstein." (Lauenstein came from behihd, in winning)
Flanders remarked that being aggressive and leading the
pack has resulted in many big victories for him, and only on
a few occasions has this strategy caused him to lose.
"Those are the chances you have to take,"Ken remarked.
One of the questions I asked of him was whether or not
one of his goals was to be Maine Runner of the Year. He
answered with neither a yes or no. but somewhat sadly, he
indicated to me that after competing in Maine road races
for 11 years, he has yet to receive this award, even when this
writer was a recipient of that honor in 1976. Ken said
that he had no particular objections to the method of
selection, yet it seemed a sad and ironic thing that a runner
of this calibre has not made the grade on the Maine scene.
I wonder what Joan Benoit and Bruce Bickford think?
Ken, who is single, has been continually supported by
his family all the years he’s been running. His mother has
attended many of his races and she was on hand at the Casco
Bay Marathon, giving him water and encouragement all along
the route. His sister, Joyce, who is 38, can be found at
some Maine road races, and his brother, Brian, age 36, ran
at the Falmouth Road Race in early November.
Currently a salesman at The Good Sports in Brunswick,
Flanders travels there daily from South Portland. When
questioned about his long-term employment goals, he mentioned
owning his own footwear store in the Portland area.
As far as running goals are concerned, Ken’s immediate
training is pointed towards a marathon in Philadelphia in
April at which he will be attempting a sub-2;22 effort which,
according to him, is what the Olympic Committee * says will qualify
him for a fiace in the Olympic Marathon Trials. In the
meantime, he consistently logs 100-mile weeks, with four days
of this being run in the company of Dan Barker, the No. 2
runner in Southern Maine, and Wayne Clark, a rugged heavy
weight of the running world who Knows no limits. Wayne, who
is an expert canoeist as well, is director of the spring
Roma Road Race in Portland, and is greatly involved in long
distance running as a participant and promoter.
When Ken is not running with his two companions, he seeks
the roads in solitude, and more specifically, every Wednes
day, he does his "killer" workout consisting of a very fast
10-miles,
after running 11 miles earlier in the day.
As Ken remarked, "When I walk intothe Downeast Court
Club after one of these workouts, my legs are wobbling."
During this past road racing season, he typically ran
90-mile we-ks with one 18-20 miler, a few doubles, and his
one "killer" workout. His immediate plans, before he attempts
to crack 2:22 at i hiladelphia, am to travel to .Bermuda with
with a group of Maine runners to take in the 10,000 meter
race there on Jan* 27th. There is also a marathon in
conjunction with the shorter event.

Up until recently. Flanders has be-n primarily interested
in track, and obviously from his times, his association with
track was not wasted. He liked track because the competition
was fierce, aid now he likes road races for the same reason,.
Only in the last few years, has the competition in road racing
become keen, and that is the thing he wants - to compete with
the best; to be the best,,
One of the reasons that Flanders now prefers to stay
clear of track meets and speed-work for a while is because
of his fear of injury. He has been quite injury prone while
doing intense speed-work in the past, and with some impor
tant career races just a few months down the road, he does
not care to tamper much with this type of training now.
You might wonder what Ken's feelings are about his best
racing distance. He believes that the distance is 10 miles.
His favorite race is 6 miles.
The deep-rooted philosophy behind his running reveals
that he is never completely satisfied with himself as he
moves from one rung of the ladder to the next. Striving
for continual improvement and new goals are all part of the
sport and this is for him the basic motivational force behind
the training and racing. However, among the few things that
he disliked about running was the training between races.
Being recognized as an achiever is important to Ken.
This was one of his primary reasons for racing. The pictures
and articles in the newspapers signify the outcome of things
he has worked hard for.
Flanders has no plans to ever quit running and racing,
and he expects to be hacking away at it well after his prime
years are behind him. Robin Emery once wrote, "I want to be
the fastest 90-year-old in Maine,,"
What does Ken Flanders do besides run? Well, he ... a ...
doesn't do much. Running presently has such a dominent
place in his life at the moment that he has time for few
hobbies and he claims not to indulge in any other sports
basically for fear of injury. But, who is to disagree with
him. He’won't be 27 years old forever. There will be plenty
of time to run slowly at a later time, when he has no choice.
How does he feel about Maine road racing? He said that
Maine has the most progressive road racing program and the
most competitive runners of any of the New England states.
By his estimation, Massachusetts has more quality runners,
but Maine's counterparts are even more competitive even if
of lesser general ability. He believes that the running boom
is not just a fad that will disappear, because it is a sport
that can be done anywhere, anytime, and unlike tennis, which
can suffer from lack of vacilities, he noted that running
could be d one anywhere and just by stepping out the door.
Finally, when asked about his favorite Maine road race,
he remarked tnat the Portland Boys Club 5-Miler in April was
his favorite race and he considered it to be the state
championship of road races.
"Whoever wins this race is the state champion for that
year, " he said. This year will be the 50th running of that
road race, the 2nd oldest in New England.
Rick Krause

STRETCHING AND STRENGTHENING EXERCISES

Running strengthens the muscles on the back of the leg (& lower back)
and causes them to tighten. To counter this you should have a regular
routine of stretching exercises for those muscles involved. It is
also necessary to strengthen the muscles on the front of the leg (and
the stomach) to counter balance the over strength of the running
muscles. Of the thousands of exercises, we have selected 3 in each
catagory to be the most basic.
Stretching - These exercises should be done as often as possible.
The more you do, the more good it will do.
-Stretch slowly, reach a point of resistance and back off a little,
holding that position for 15 seconds or more.
-Do not bounce, or force the muscle at any time.

Hamstring Stretch - Sit on the floor, stretching one leg out at a time,
Keeping the knee slightly bent, reach toward your toes •
Reach a position of tension, back off a little and hold the
position for at least 15 seconds.

Calf & Achilles Stretching pi Calf: Lean against a wall, keeping the knee slightly bent on
I
the back leg & the heel on the floor. Hold 15 seconds'
W
J Achilles: Bend knee more, raising off floor. Hold 15 sec.
Back Sxretch & Relaxer - Relax your shoulders and back. If you could
you would roll your head into your chest and curl your back
into a ball. Obviously, you can't, so just slowly roll your
backbone, vertebrae by vertebrae if possible. When you have
rolled as far as possible, roll back up to standing position
Strength Exercises - These exercises should be done only after runningi

Stomach

Balances Lower Back
Bent knee setups: Seated on floor , with
bent knees, pick yourself up to the 45 angle and return.
Work up to 50 repeats. Hook feet under something , at start.

Quadracep - Balances Hamstring - Helps prevent Knee Problems Seated with straight knee, lift leg
Gradually increase to 30 repeats.
Heel Walk - Shin Splint Prevention Walk around on your heels, gradually increasing until you
can walk for 10G yards.
ALSO...Toe Squinching - Isometric contraction of toes,
hold for 8-12 seconds. This strengthens the
muscles throughout the foot.

P HIDIPPIDES
"THE name in running for 2400 years."

25 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401

942 - 3627

I’I’M

Running Programs
of Maine

Schedule of Fitness Clinics
25 Hammond St
Bangor Me, 0M+01

Jan. 10 - Problems of the Knee - Jack Adams
Jan. 17 - Nutrition - John Frachella, Skip Howard,
Moshe Myerowitz
Jan. 2h— Avoiding Back Problems While Running - Moshe
Myerowi tz

Feb, 7 - What You Always Wanted to Know About Running
Shoes - Bruce Booker
Feb. 1*f - Runners and Legal Rights - Bill Kollman
Feb, 21 - Stress Testing - Joseph Pechinski

Feb. 28 - Running Techniques - panel
Meeting time - 7:30 PM

Ski Touring

Marrv Meeting Touring Cpnt.nr
River Road, Brunswick, Me. O4oi 1
(207)725-8930
Owners: H.B. Hoffman
Location: off of Route 1, River Road, at the
Brunswick Gold Course.
Trails: 20 miles
Services: private or group lessons; retail &
rental shop
Trail fee: #2.50 (adult)
$1.25 (Jinior)
Sunday River Ski Touring Center
RFD 2, Box 1*+1T
Bethel, Me. 04217
(207) 824-2410

Spotts EtXn,. Inn...
Route 1, Brunswick, Me. 04011
(207) 729-U642
Owners: Diane & Rodney Roberton
Sarah & David Giles
Location: approx. 5-miles south of Brunswick
on Route 1.
Trails: 5-6 miles, plus 1/2mile "fitness trail"
Services: instruction, rental and sales
Fee: membership only
Camden .Mnnwbnwl
Camden, Me.
Director: Wende Frutchy
Trails: 28 miles
Services: rentals, instruction
Carrabasaett Valley Ski Touring Cent.er_
RFD, Box 518, Route 27
Carrabassett Valley, Me. 04947
(207) 237-2861
Director: Bill Chenard
Location: one mile off of Rt. 27, two miles
south of Sugarloaf
Trails- 100 kilometers
Services: ski retail and rental, guided tours,
moonlight excursions, races.
Trail fee: #2.00(adults) $1.00(child)
Waterville Valley Ski Tour±ng.__Center
Waterville Valley, N.H. 03223
(603) 236-8311
Trails: 30+ miles
Trail fee: $2.00
Services: retail; skitours, clinics, citizen
races; instruction.

MERRY MEETING
A Touring Center
River Road
Brunswick, Me. 04011

Cross-Country ski touring is the fastest growing sport
today. The simplicity, fun a nd excellent exercise it provides
makes it an enjoyable sport for men, women and children of
all ages.
The SKI STaLL of Bath and Brunswick and THE TIRED LOGGER,
a full-scale restaurant serving fine meals and cocktails, have
merged to bring you one of Maine's finest curing centers.
nur new touring center offers you the latest in ski
touring facilities with rental equipment as well as sales,
and a complete line of accessories.
20 miles of groomed trails are available, while inside
the center is a restaurant and lounge, sauna, gameroom and
child care center.
Private and group lessons are available with expert
instruction from professions

RATES
Season Passes
single
$30.

couple
lAo.

trail fee

$2.5O(adult) $1.25(junior)

Rental s
skis
boots
poles
package

family
$50.

&M-.00
2.50
1.00
6.50

$3.00
2.00

lessons
$12.00/hr
private
semi-private
8.00/hr
group (3 or more) 3»50/person

*■

^.00

CARRABASSETT VALLEY TOURING CENTER CALENDAR OF EVENTS

78-79

Oct.

7-8

Nordic dryland training camp.

It 30pm

Nov. 1h

Moonlite Tour ($3.00 w/ rentals)

Free club lesson

Dec. 2

10am

Dec.

10

9:00am

Wax and equipment clinic

Dec.

lb

7:30pm

Moonlite Tour ($3-00 w/ rentals)

Dec.

23

1:30pm

Free club guided tour

Jan.

7

10am

CVTC's first

Jan.

9

2 :00j>m

Mt. Abram X-C championships.(High school race)

Jan •

13

7:30pm

Speical Moonlite Tour ($3-00 w/ rentals)

Jan.

20

9:00am

Wax and equipment clinic (FREE)

Jan.

31

2:00pm

X-C Giant Slalom race at Sugarloaf mt. (White World Week)

Feb.

3

11:00am

Free club lesson

Feb.

7

9am-5pm

Feb.

11

7:30pm

FREEBEE Day at CVTC (Free rentals,lessons,and trail use for
area employees)
Moonlite Tour ($3.00 w/ rentals)

Feb.

26

9:00am

Free guided tour from Carrabassett to Klngfeild

Mar.

3

Mar.

13

Mar.

1 6 1:00pm Regional Grade School X-C Championships

Mar.

2li

11:00am

Apr.

12

Last Moonlite Tour ($3-00 w/rentals)

Apr.

15

10am

Apr.

21

1:30pm

10am

annual untitled X-C race (entry $3-00)

Wax and equipment clinic

Moonlite Tour ($3.00 w/ rentals)

7:30pm

WILD MOOSE RUN X-C race ($3.QO)....fun race,open to all!

Slush Series X-C race

Slush Series X-C Race

($2.00)
5km ($2.00)

For further information, contact
Carrabassett Valiev Ski Touring Center
RFD, Box 518, Route 27, Carrabassett Valley, Me.
Phone: (207) 237-220?
Director: Bill Chenard

jlackson Ski Touring,,. Center.
Jackson Village, N.H. 03856
(603) 383-5226
Trails: 125 kilometers

Blueberry Hill
Goshen, Vermont 05733
(802) 25-7-6735
Owners: Martha & Tony Clark
Location: northest of Brandon, off of either
Rt. 125 or Rt. 73.
Trails: 5-2+ miles
Services: complete retail and rental ski shop,
instruction, clinics, picnic tours
Trail fee: $3.00
WQQds.tack-^.ki—lo.ur.ing .Center..
Route 106
Woodstock, Vermont 05091
(802) 557-2115Trails: 75 Km
Trail fee: $3.00- adult, $1.00 (under 15)
half-day (after 11:00) $2.00 adult, $.75 (under 15-)
Services: ski school, rentals, guided tours.
The. .Biirklyn Ski .Touring Center (formerly the Darion Inn)
Bcoc 5-12
East Burke, Vermont 05832
(802) 626-9332
Trails: 50+ km
Trail fee: $2.00 Monday through Friday, and $3.00
on weekends
Services: Ski shop, instruction, equipment.
Sauaw Mountain Ski Area
8*0. Box D
Greenville, Me. 0555-1
(207) 695-2272
Trails: 25 miles
Services: sales, rental, instruction
Located north 01 Greenville on Route 15

Asadia Ba.ti.onal P.ark__
Mount Desert Island, Me.
35 miles of trails

Cray Ledges Farm
Grantham, N.H. 03753
(603) 863-1002
Owner: Buck Martin
Hermon Meadows Ski Touring Center
Billings Rd., RFD 2, P.O. Box 368
Bangor, Me. 05501
(207) 858-3751
Owner: Winthrop Pike
Trails: 10 miles
Trail fee: $.75/
Services: ski rentals, sales, instruction.

Sunday River Ski Touring Center
Bethel. Me. 04217
(207)-024-2187
Located just north of Bethel on US 2 east on the way to
Newry and Rumford. Turn left approximately 3 miles north
of the orad interchange at Bethel.
SKI TOURING ORGANIZATIONS

Ski Touring Association
Box 9
West Simsbury, Ct. O6o92
Ski Touring Council
Troy, Vt. 05868

5+ miles of cross-country ski
trails, 1/2 mile "Fitness Trail"
with 5 exercise stations for
complete physical fitness

SPORTS E.T.C.

Route I, Bruiurwick, Me. 04011

729-4642

YEARLY Unlimited Membership

Family ®
Couples @

$150.00

Single

$ 7 5.00

$1 10.00

WINTER Unlimited Membership
Family ® $ 55.00

Couple ®
Single @

$
$

45 00

35.00

SUMMER Unlimited Membership

Family®

$110 00 ______

Couples®

$ 75 00 ...____

Single ®

$ 50.00 ... ___

ASSOCIATE Membership
6 Mon ths. ®$ I 5.00
Yearly ®
$ 20.00

^Platform Tennis
Two courts, with lights for evening playing.
Year-round playing with warming hut
Po

PINE TREE SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN & ADULTS

NEWS SERVICE

81 Front Si reel
Hath, Maine 01530
Telephone ( 207 ) 113-33 11

December 8, 1978
EXCLUSIVE TO:

TO:

MAINE RUNNER

Rick Krause
] Summer St.
Pittsfield, Maine 04967

X-COUNTRY SKI HIKES, PART OF THE PINE TREE SOCIETY SPECIAL EVENTS PROGRAM
SINCE 1975

Rath—No matter what part of the state you live in, or the level of your

expertise, chances are pretty good that a Pine Tree Camp Ski Hike will be
held in your area this season.

Sponsored by local outing clubs and other

organizations these ski hikes have several common features.

Basically, they cover the 20 kilometer distance with participants
obtaining sponsors for each kilometer they ski.

The courses are well

laid out, usually at established touring centers with all the features
available to make your day on the trails enjoyable and safe.

But the

most important aspect of these events, especially for Maine's handicapped

children, is that they make money for the operation of the Pine Tree Camp,
a summer residential facility in the Belgrade Lakes region of central Maine.
Last year, through six Pine Tree sponsored ski hikes, over $10,000 was

contributed.

As an incentive for participants, prizes based on the amount

of money earned by the hikers are awarded.

These prizes consist of ski

packages, gift certificates for ski merchandise, t-shirts, and patches.

Some ski hikes, besides the long distance event, have division races
covering shorter routes.

Trophies for race winners are awarded.

This year, Pine Tree Camp Ski Hikes are scheduled for Presque Isle,
Brunswick, Livermore Falls, Lewiston, Waterville, Augusta, and Bethel.
Dates and other details will be published in the Maine Runner as they are
set.

The Pine Tree Society is always interested in working with clubs

CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIS, BOOTS AND
SKI SETS

ALPINE

SKIS, BOOTS AND
SKI SETS
SKI ACCESSORIES

RUNNING

CROSS-COUNTRU

52 Main St., Watarvilla,

04901

in other areas to help get cross country skiing events started.

For information on the scheduled ski hikes or ideas on planning an

event in your town, please contact the Pine Tree Society for Crippled

Children and Adults at 84 Front Street, Bath, 04530 or call Rick Meade,
(collect) at 443-3341

HERMON
MEADOWS

SKI^L

TOURING
CENTER
Telephone 848-3741

HERE’S AN OPPORTUNITY TO ENJOY
THE FASTEST GROWING WINTER SPORT
IN AMERICA, JUST OUTSIDE BANGOR.
THE HERMON MEADOWS SKI TOURING
CENTER OFFERS COMPLETE SKI REN
TALS, FOUIPMENT, anu 10 MILES OF
SKI TRAILS.
SKI RENTAL
Wax and waxless skis, boots, poles, and 3
pm bindings, adult and children’s sizes. Wax
for the day included. SklS , boots and

poles - 1/2 day- $3.25
IF YOU WISH TO RENT SKIS ON
THE WEEKEND

Please call ahead for reservations.
Rent before you buy.
DAILY TRAIL FEE............... 154 per person
SNACK BAR

Available in the ski touring center, an in
formal warming area serving hot beverages
and light snacks.

DRIVING DIRECTIONS:
TAKE RT. 2 OR UNION ST. WEST OF BANGOR.
WE’RE LOCATED ON THE BILLINGS ROAD
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM THE AIRPORT MALL

Races

roaoT^c*
Jan. 7

Norfolk, Mass. 7 and 14 milers;

1:OO

at Legion Hall, Myrtle St.; for info, contact Fred Brown,
157 Walsh St., Medford, Ma. 02155 (617) 391-1899
Jan* 13.-1 h Dartmouth Relays at Dartmouth College, Hanover,
N.H,

Jan*-ilt Gardner, Mass;. 6-Mller
2:00; Fish & Gun Club,
Clark St., for Info, contact Fred Brown (617) 391-1899
Jan* 2Q Green Mountain Invitational, Burlington, Vt.
University of Vermont
Jan* 2Q

Colby Relays,

Colby College, Waterville, Me.

Jan*. 21 North Dartmouth, Mass. 7-Miler
2:00; Gym at
Southeastern Mass., for info, contact Fred Brown.
Jan. 27 Dartmouth Invitational, Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N.H.

Jan* 22 NEAAV Indnur Track and Field Championships
Harvard University, Cambridge, Ma.
Jan. 28 Hudson, Mass. 5.5 Miler 2:00;
St., for info, contact Fred Brown.

Boy's Club, Church

Wanamaker Millrose Games, New York, N.Y. ,
Madison Square Garden. Howard Schmertz, 99 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016 (212) 682-62OO

Fat>« 9

CROSS COUNTRY
Jan*_6. Gummington Farm Sk1 Touring Canter
Annual Rare And Hound Race 11:00; Cummington,
Ma 01026. Contest open to anyone 17 and under.
Cuntestants chase hare, who has a five minute
lead, and must hide for two hours. Anyone who
touches the hare during this time will win a
free meal in the Farm Restaurant. $.50/ entry
fee. For information: (M3) 634-2111
Jan. 7 5 th Annual Ellis River Run 12:00;
10 Kq5 $4.00 entry. ($2.00 USSA); Director:
Thom Perkins, Box 90, Jackson Ski Touring
Foundation, Jackson, N.H. 03846 (602)383-9355

Jan., 13 Fleischmann's Margarine Mixed Doubles
Spring Relay 11:00; 2*1 Km; Ert ry $5.00
team ($2.50 USSA); Director: Chuck Moeser,
Waterville Valley S.T.C. Waterville, Valley,
N.H. 03233 (602) 236-8311

Jan. _ik_ 2aaknnn»Jjalint 12:30; 10 Km;
$4.00 entry ($2.00 USSA); Director: Jill Eyre,
c/o EMS Main St., No. Conway, N.H. 03860
(603) 383-96*1
Jan. 14; Fourth Annual Kltchel Race tlme(?)
7.5 Km and 15 Km; at East Burke, Vt. 05832 ;
For information: (802) 626-3305
Jan. 1M; Shaker Farms. Ci t.Lzfin!.J—Rana 12:00
15 Km; Entry: $3.50(31.75 USSA); Director:
Don Podolski, 55 Franklin St., Westfield, MA
01085 (413) 568-9002

Jan. .2M Haystack Mtn. .Touring .Center Citizens ,
Ha£a
12:00; 10 Km; $4.00 entry ($2.00 USSA)
Director: Mark Fitzpatrick, Box 392,
Wilmington, Vt. 05363
Jan. 2Q._ Sugarbush Inn-hQSLdLgnQl 1st Annua J
Relays 10:00; 3X10 Km 3 x 5 Km; Entry:
$12.00 team (36.00 USSA : Director: Rick Hale
Sugarbush Inn-Rossignol T.C., Warren, Vt.
05674 (802)- 583-2301
Jan. 21 Fourth Annual Sugarbush Inn Tn Tucker
Hill Lodge Citizen Race 1:00; 7-5 Km;
at Tucker Hill Ski Touring Center, Waitsfield,
Vt. Contact: Rob Center. Tucker Hill Lodge,
Waitsfield, Vt. 05673 (802) 496-3983

Jan... 21 The TraY.fil,ar.s..JDarby; 12:00; 10 Km;
$4.00 entry. ($1.00 USSA); $10.00 late fee.
Contact: United States Ski Association, PO
Box 777, Brattleboro, Vt. 05301 (802)257-7113
Jan. 2.1 Snow Runner Ci ti zens Rftce 1 :30; 5 Km;
Entry: $2.00/person, $5.00/famlly ($1.00/person
USSA, $2.5o/family); Contact: John Schlosser,
Norsk Ski Touring Center, Route 11, New London,
N.H. (503) 526-6772

Jan... 21 - BujiKlyxL-SJLaiimnifi
1:00; 7.5 & 15 Km;
$3.00 entry ($1.50 USSA); Contact: Burklyn S.T.C.
Box 412, Darling Hill Road, East Burke, Vt.
05831 (&02) 626-9332
Jan. 27. Franklin Park Frolic, Boston, Ma
10:00; 10 Km; Entry (?); Contact: Larry Berman,
23 Fayette St., Cambridge, Ha 02139 (617)
868-7H-16

Jan. 27 Stratton Citizens RaG.fi 12:00; 12 Km;
$3.00 entry ($1.50 USSA) Contact: John Eckhardt,
Director, Stratton Mtn. Ski Touring Center,
Stratton Mt., Vt. 05155 (802) 297-2200

OLYMPIA
Maine Mall
So. Portland

SPORT
CIZNTIiR

Thrift LQgati.lQJis

Newington Mall
Newington, N.H.

No• Windham
Shopping Center
No. Windham, Me.

Cross
Country
Skis

Running Shoes
new balance adidas

sauconu

BROOKS^

Etonic

Onitauka

SumR

Jan* 27 Yankee Magazine
X-G Sk1 BflCfl 12:00 15 Km;
Trapp Family Lodge, Entry
$5.00 ($2.00 USSA)
$2.50 - 12 and under
Contact: Tony Thompson,
Stowe Winter Carnival,
Box 1230, Stowe, Vt. 05672
Entry deadline: Jan. 21

Cross-Country
Jan. 27 ^.th-knnual. Tninple-.JltZSouhegan. Lions..
Race 11:00; 5 Km; $4.00 entry ($2.00 USo,v>
Contact; Mike Beebe, Chairman. Temple Mtn.,
Rt. 101, Peterboro, N.1I. 03458 (603) 924-6949

Jan. 27 5th Annual Woodstock C1 ti zens .Race..
1:00; 15 Km; Entry: $3.00 ($2.00 USSA);
Contact: John Wiggin, Director, Woodstock Ski
Touring Center, Woodstock, VT. 05091
(802) 457-2114
Jan. 28 C.umning.tan farm..Bread Race 12:00;
15 Km; $*+.00 entry ($1.00 USSA); $10.00 late fee.
Contact’. Drew Dawson, Cummington, Ma (4l3)
634-2111

£jab^_2a3. Viking Heart Association Races;
2 and 6 km
5:00 I'M; Entry: $3»C0 ($1.50 USSa) , contact Stanton
allaben, Viking S.T.C. Londonderry, Vt. (802)824-3933
Feb,. 3 Sunday River-Run 3 & 5 km; 1:30 start;
$3.00 adults, $1.00 kids; Contact: Steve Wight, RFD 2,
Box l4l, Bethel, Me. 0*4 207 (207) 824-2*110

Feb. 3, . Sitzniark Mixed Doubles Sprint Relay
1:00; 2^1 km; Entry- $5*90 team($2,5O team USSA)
Contact: Eddie Flaim. Sitzmark S.T.C., Box 1038,
Wilmington, Vt. 05363 (802) *+64-3384

Feb..,,.3- Peterborough, N.H. Third Annual Beebe Clip,
10:00; distance ( V) contact: Mike Beebe, Mgr.,
(603) 924-6949

Feb. 4
Paul Revere Cup, Shirley, MA ; $4.00 entry
($1.00 USSA) $10. late fee; 15 km; 12:00 start;
contact: United States Ski Association, P.O. Box 777,
Brattleboro, Vt. 05301 (802) 257-7113

/.a ,1 f>•:n

F.p.b.„ 11 *+th.-Annual Citizens Valentine Race
1:00; 2.5, 7*5, and 15 km events; $3.00 entry
($1.50 USSA) Contact: Chip Yerkes, Burke
Mountain Recreation Inc., R. Burke, Vt, 05832
(802) 626-3305

Feb. 11 American Syi Marathon, S. Lincoln, Vt. to Brandon,
Vt. 9:00 start; Contact: USSA, 10 Box 777, Brattleboro, Vt.
05301; distance (?)

Feb. 12 Llncnln .Day Racp.s, Plausawa S.T.C.
Entry: #2.00 ($1.25 USSA) 1:30; 9 km; contact:
William Wareing, S&W 8M-5O State, Concord, N.H. 03309
(603) 228-1‘Ph
Feb. 17. Freedom Derby
11 :00; 15 km;
contact; Chuck Moeser. Waterville S.T.C.
N.H. 03223 (603) 236-8311

S^.OO ($2.00 USSA)
Watervillf Valley,

Efib. 1& Bangeley Ramble
1:00; 8-10 km; register at
Edelweiss X-C Shop and Touring Center, Dodge Pond, Rangeley,
Me. ; for information: David Lanzo, Dodge Pond, Rangeley,
Me. 0^970 (207) 86*4—3891
Entry: $3.00 until 2/16/79,
#3»5O thereafter. Citizens race open to enyone.

Efib. 19 Washington's Birthday Race
Brattleboro, Vt.
12:00; 15 km; Entry: $*+.00’ ($1.00 USSA) $10. late;
contact: USSA PO Box 777, Brattleboro, Vt. 05301
(802) 257-7113
* Jan. 27-Feb. 2 U.S, National Cros^-Couhtry Championships
at Waterville Valley Touring Center, Waterville Valley,
N.H. 03223 Race dates: Sat., Jan. 27, Mon, Jan. 29,
Wed., Jan.31, Fri., Feb. 2
(603) 230-8361

The Name In Running For
2400 Years
25 Hammond Street
Bangor, Me. 0Mf01
9^2-3627

A running center
run by runners,
Bruce Booker and
Skip Howard
SPONSORING

Running Programs
Of Maine
New Balance Super-Comp.
$18.95 from $32.95

Adidas Formulal# 2

.95

EPSTI Tips for Tourers
1. Check your equipment over even if it has been rented.
Look especially for loose or defective bindings, worn ski
bottom surfaces, cracks in boot soles and weakened pole
straps.

2. Don’t be aftaid to a ask for advice about waxing; or,
if no-wax surfaces become clogged with snow, de-ice them
then spray the bottom surfact with a light lubricant
(silicone or oil).
3. Let faster skiers pass by stepping completely out of
ski tracks.

lt0Downhill tourers always have the right-of-way. Watch
out for them. They may not be in control.
5. Pay trail fees where they are as ed, and take advantage
of all information services available such as maps,
posted trail conditions and advice from employees.

6. Carry out whatever you carry in. The carelessness of
a few can ruin the enjoyment of many, especially where
private lands are concerned.
7. Never cki unpatroll trails alone, and be sure to respect
trail closure signs and times.
8. Leave pets at home. If you yourself must walk without
skis, do so well to the side of trails.
9. Know your route, destination, trail level of difficulty
and approximate time and length of t our before you depart.
Do not ski "over your head". Keep your group together.

10. When you have questions, or become ready to advance
your touring technique, seek an EPSTI Fro for the answers.

Letters
Dec. 13

Hello Rick,
... This letter is primarily to subscribe to your
magazine and to compliment you on the Maine Runner Race.
It was very well run and considering the weather had a
great turnout. I especially liked the quick results,
. . . Finally, it is really great to see the cooperation
you are giving to high school and college cross-country,
Hopefully this attitude will rub off on more people.

Marc Lessard
Eliot, Me.
*********

Dec. 12
Dear Rick,

We finished it!11 I±, of course, being the Honolulu
Marathon! In the words of Sir Edmund Hillary when he
climbed Mt. Everest, "We knocked the bastard off.”
Our (Eileen and I) time was not exactly spectacular
(5s27) but considering the lack of running
the cold
of Maine recently (less than 25 miles for the month of
November) my slowness was expected.
Super organized and super well run for the 7000+
starters and 5000 finishers! Aid statloi s every 2 miles
and ice cold sponges, water and defizzed Coke. It feels
great to be a marathoner!’

Tom Hallee
Newport, Me.

SKI TOURS & CLINICS

J.an^..G
Peterborough, N.H. O3b58 - Temple Mt. Ski Area,
Rt. 101
Eight week Junior Learn-to-ski Program starts at 10 am
Free Touring Clinic 2-1* at shop

Contact: Mike Beebe, Mgr. (603) 92l+-b9l+9
Jan. 6-7
Milton, Ma. 02186 - Chickatawbut Hill - Nordic
Leader/Instructor Workshop
Leadership skills & techniques, teaching methods, and
safety procedures. Emphasis on backwodds skiing.

Contact: De Merriam, Box M-08, Milton, Ma 02186
(617) 696-9020
Leader: David Hodgdon
Fee: $6.00 workshop for 2 days, materials,
Sat. supper (bring 2 lunches)
Additional $6.00 for Sat. lodging and Sun.breakfast

Jan. -6-7
Gorham, N.H. 035^1 - Pinkham Notch Camp Appalachian Mountain Club - Beginners Workshop

Sat.

Sun.

After breakfast, instructor-led discussion on all
phases of ski touring. Afternoon ■. n skis with
instructors. Evening ski touring film.
Students and instructors divided according to exper
ience, will take an all-day ski touring trip ending
around 3;00 p.m.

The entire cost of the program is $31*75, which includes
$10.00 non-refundable registration fen, all instructions,
meals, and lodging from Saturday breakfast through Sunday
lunch.
For those wishing to stay Friday night in lodge,
there is an additional charge of $8.00.

For further information, contact: RPservations Secretary
i inkham Notch Camp
(603) “+66-2727

Jan. 7_ Cumming ton, Ma. 01026 - Cumming ton Farm Ski Touring
Center - instructor Training Course sponsored by E1STI
A full day training program in which those skiers who
are interested in improving their cross-country ski
technique and teaching ability are invited to sjend the
day with Eastern Professional Ski Touring Instructors
refining their skills.
This intensive one day course is a
great chance for skiers to sharpen their skills whether
they are interested in becoming a professional ski instru
ctor or just a better skier. Skiers should reserve a
place in the course beforehand as registration is limited.
$2 5.00/per person.
(hl3) 63U-2IH

Fred. Judkins of Waterville (1),
I)r. Ellhu York of
1978 Maine Runner of the Year
Brunswickj an authority
and president of the Central
on exercise physiology
Maine Stridors
Rick Bayko (R)? one of the
most talented New England distance
runners, and editor/publisher of
Xaukaa Bnuuex* Rick lives in
Merrimac, MA
At the Maine Masters
TURKEY TROT
Cape Elizabeth

Dr. Robert Shelton of Wihthrop,
a regular road racer and one
of the nation’s top white-water
canoeists

Dave Paul, of Portlandenthusiastic running
promoter and director
of the James Bailey CrossC nun tr y C hamp i o ns hi. p -UM PG

Jan, n
Full Moon Night Tour - Cummington Farm Ski Touring
Center, Cummington, MA 01020
A cross-country experience for everyone, skiers meet
at the Ski Center at 7l3O pm, wher* guides take them in
groups according to their ability through moonlit fields
and woodlands, eventually returning to the Farm Lounge
where cheese, homemade breads, and hot mulled wine is
served around an open fireplace.
Phone: *+13-63*+-2111

Jan. ik-lQ
Devils Den Inn - to Inn Ski Tour
Southern
Vermont - Ski Tours of Vermont
This tour takes you from one inn to another across the
friendly backcountry of Southern Vermont. It is moderately
challenging, for intermediate skiers - both adults and
families with good young skiers. Registration and deposit
are required at least one week in advance.
For ihformatlon: (*+13) 58b—9806 *+pm-8pm M-F

to*- 19-21 Workshop - Dartmouth Opting Club. Box 9,
Hanover, N.H. 03755
Contact: Earl R. Jette

Jan. 19-21
Winter Weekend - AMC Cardigan Lodge - Bristol,
N.H. 03222
7 pm, Friday to 2 pm Sunday. By the Massachusetts
Audubon Society, Chickatawbut Hill. Primarily for x-c
skiing,this weekend will also deal with snowshoeing,
tobagganing and other winter activities topped off with
mountain hospitatilty. Instruction, food and lodging
provided. Open to adults and students aged 12 and up
(thoseunder 16 must be accompanied by an adult). Advanced
registration and $15* non-refundable registration required
by Jan. 8.
Fee: $b8.00
Contact: D. Merriam, Chicketawbut Hill, Box bo8,
Milton, MA 02186 (617) 696-0920
Jan, (starting late Jan.
every Sat. and Sun.)
Back pack - back country ski tour- Nordic Inn Ski
Touring Center, Londonderry, Vt. 051^8
Some skiing ability required. Bring own lunch.
Fee: i^.OO
(802) 82b—6*+M+

Jan. 21-26 Ski Tours of Vermont - Greater Vermont Inn- to
Inn Ski Tour, Central Vermont Highlands
This tour takes you from one inn to another across the
best skiing in the Green Mountains. It is fairly challenging,
for intermediate skiers —both adults and families with
good young skiers. Registration a nd deposit required at
least one week in advance,
(M-13) 58^-9806 bpm-8pm M-F
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WIND CHILL TABLE

Ski Tourer’s Pledge
I will protect the land and natural re
sources of the land on which I ski. I will
make it my personal business to leave the
land in such a condition that except for the
tracks of my skis upon the snow, no one
will ever know that I was there. I will al
ways treat the land gently so that I may
return in the future and be welcomed as an
old friend.

>-> uQScriptier? "Co hai tig* Runn*

Skiing
Liunnars.;

and

^10.50/yr, for 17 issues, pub 2 3 shed
every three weeks
Skiers* ^•2>/yr. for 7 issues- pu 1ishod
from late Nov. to early April
Name
Address
City, State, Zip Code

Mai n. Raari Racing Cluba
kaina Ma,a tar a
Dick Goodie, Pres.
63 Revere St.
Portland, Me. 04103

Central Maine Stridera

Andreacoggin Harrinra

Bill Sayres, Pres.
RFD 3, Box 119
Auburn, Me. Oh-210

Olympia Track Club
Wayne Clark, Pres.
Mi- Stevens Ave.
Portland, Me. 04102

Zhft G<*>nd Sparta Running
Club - Ken Flanders
c/o The Good Sports
3 Pleasant St.
Brunswick, Me. 04011

Sunrlaa County Rnad
Runnara-Dal a Lincoln,
Pres. Box 168
Perry, Me. 04667

Malna Trank Club
Brian Gillespie
3 Grace St.
Portland, Me. 04103

Marathon Sports Running

Club- Bob LaNigra, Pres.
Rocky Hill Rd.
Saco, Me. 04072

Fred Judkins, Pres.
35 Boutelle Ave.
Waterville, Me. 04901

Capltnl Jnggara
Cliff Fletcher, Pres.
103 Winthrop St.
Augusta, Me. 04330

Dawnaaat Stridors

Jonathan Howland
Box 37,
1
Bar Harbor, Me. 04609

Maine Running & Nordic Skiing
Rick Krause, Editor/Pub.
1 Summer Street
Pittsfield, Maine 04967
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